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SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS .... : .i
 ; : ,
Possible remedies for electrical static discharges
 ;
that have, disabled or affected ..^ high-altitude., satellites
will be studied with an Air Force satellite to ; be^launched
by NASA from Cape Canaveral, Fla.> no earlier than.: Jaa. 25.
Launch window for that day. extends from 5 :02'••• to; 5 :21. .p;m> ..EST.
Named SCATHA (Spacecraft Gharging• a£. High/Altitu^es)^
the 659 -kilograms (1,452-pound) sate.lli.tie will lift'.off atop
a Delta launch vehicle * The Air Force .will reimburse NAS.A
$8.9 million for the launch vehicle :and serv/ices.. ,',. , •' «
Most space-related electrical charging problems "have...,,
.been observed on satellites at the gepsynchrpnous.orbitai;
altitude of 35,900 kilometers
 :(22,300 miles),. Satellites
in such -an,.orbit.^remain over, the same spot on;.;,the. Earth' s
equator. .Thisr is because the satellite' s velocity, is -.•' ,
 :
synchronized with, the Earth' s: 24-hour; periodWaf.xptation-.
. ; .-•: -. •-' ,. ...... /.. , •• •. : . •- more/--' ••''.•- ..• : ', .:- .•. •-:'•''•: ;• ;= • .."•,.,..•-. ......
. -Electrica,! arcing in commercial and military communications
satellites at the geosynchronous altitude is known to have
been responsible for equipment failures. Such arcing also
(.has,caused switches to operate, resulting in the false"
re.CQrding.yp.f-. unachieved events as well as the initiation,
of unplanned events. .
The orbit selected for SCATHA experiments will carry
the research satellite above and below the, geosynchronous
orbital altitude as well as north and south of the - -
.equatorial plane. It ^ Iso will allow the vehicle to drift
.eastward around'the globe about 6 degrees a day.
.This elliptical SCATHA orbit will have an apogee of
"42,306 ^ «n (26,,859 ml.) > a perigee of 27,780 km (17,262 mi.),
$nd will" be inclined 8.3 degrees to the equator. Due to
this incliriatiion, the satellite will seem to draw a lazy
fijgijjre'§igKt' pattern in space.
.''••' The SCATHA satellite carries 12 experiments designed to
.identify 'and measure sources of electrical charge, buildup
ori the spacecraft. They also will measure the electrical
.'charging." X^ye Is arid rates'of some 20 metals and insulation
deyices.,' including "types previously used as well as some new
ig the. fabrication of spacecraft.
" T h r e e SCATHA •ejcperiments^re provided by NASA. These
include•a"mass spectrometer from the Marshall Space.Flight
Center, Huntsvili'ev Ala.', along with a precise magnetometer




Project engineers will keep .a close;., .eye, •.on^ .t-fee
 ; deployment/i --; -M. ';•.:-:•;. s1': ;• '•• --'.••;""'• •-.••.',..:••. •• • - • ' ' " -• •.-.•>-?•••'a :•;• •'•"• •' -vfte -•
of Goddard ' s ; electric. field' detector:due, to- 4tf. possibJLej.
affect on the dynamics of the satellite..... .ThjL^ s ./yni;t.. egnsists
of two 50-meter (164-foot)-long antennas-w^dGh^will be
extended in opposite directions to form a
 :single; 14iae,".u-:;
antenna longer than a football field.;. ':'.;.';;•, y ;"::'^ ..i:t .-t^ .^ .-^ :
The electric field detector aritenna will ,be .deployed to
its full length in/mid-March, just .prior to the time;when the
SCATHA satellite wi^l begin to exp.e.r.ienc,e .daily eqlipses of
•the Sun by the Earth. Most serious; electrical ,.cha;rg;iji.g,v.
events on spacecraft have occurred during such p6J5iods; --of
eclipse. Sunlight reduces the erectrical-charging phe-n.pmena.
The spring eclipse period for the SCATHA satellite"will
begin March 20;and last about 44 days. The maximum period
of c ny daily eclipse for the orbiting: Bpaceca:a;f-t/will Ibast
7 1 minutes. . ' • ' • • . . . .
*
Another eclipse period will be encountered by the
satellite next fall. ' ' • ' ' ' " " ' . ' • ; "
In addition to direct application in the design of
satellites operating at the geosynchronous orbit, data from
the SCATHA program'may be vital to NASA's long-range plans.
Large-scale satellite structures being considered for
fabrication in 'space during the 21st: century will 'operate
at high power levels. 'Spacecraft charging problems could be
particularly significant for 'such structures.
- more -
-4-
Other sponsors of SCATHA experiments are the Air Force
Space andi Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) , the Air
Force Gepphysics Lab, and the Office of Naval Research (ONR),
The SCATHA satellite was developed for SAMSO, Air Force
Systems Command, Los Angeles Air Force Station, Calif., by
Martin Marietta Aerospace Corp., Denver, Colo.
••'.'•.'. The Delta launch vehicle program is managed by the
Gpddard center, for NASA's Office 'of Space Transportation
Systems. .NASA' s Kennedy Space Center, Fla., manages launch
operations. . Prime contractor for the Delta and for launch
operations is McDonnell Douglas Astronautics '. Co. , Huntington
Beach, Calif.
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Delta Launch Vehicle 2914-.Statistics
The SCATHA spacecraft will be launched by a three-
stage Delta 2914 launch vehicle. This launching will be
the 148th for the Delta which has a success performance
record of more than 90 per cent. The launch vehicle has
the following general characteristics:
Height; 35.4 m (116 ft.) including shroud
Maximujn diameter: 2.4 m (8 ft.) without attached
solids
Liftoff.weight: 131,895 kg (293,100 Ib.)
Liftoff thrust: 1,765,315 newtons (396,700 Ib.)
including strap-on solids
First Stage:
An extended long-tank Thor, produced by McDonnell
Douglas,has RS-27 engines produced by the Rocketdyne Division
of Rockwell International. This stage has the following
characteristics:
Height: 21.3 m (70 ft.)
Diameter: 2.4 m (8 ft.)
Propellants: RJ-1 kerosene as the fuel and liquid
oxygen (LQX) as the oxidizer
Thrust: 912,000 N (205,000 Ib.)
Strap-on solids consist of 9 TMX-354-5 Castor II
solid-propellant rockets produced by the Thiokol Chemical
Corp. with the following features:
Height: 7 m (23 ft.)
Diameter: 0.8 m (31 in.)
Propellants: Solid
Thrust: 2,083,000 N (468,000 Ib.) for nine
231,400 N ( 52,000 Ib.) for each
- more -
Second Stage:
Produced by McDonnell, this uses a TRW TR-201 rocket
engine; major contractors for the vehicle inertial guidance
system located- on the second stage are McDonnell Douglas and
Delcb. ' The' second stage has the following characteristics:
Height: 6.4 m (21 ft.)
Diameter: 1.5 m (5 ft.)
Propellants : Liquid Aerozene 50 for the fuel and
nitrogen tetroxide (^ 04) for the
;••';•. •••.:••-..•.• . ...v .. -oxidizer
, • . - , ' - • } • • ' .
Thrust: • About 42,943 N (9,650 Ib.)
Third Stage:
A TE-364.-4. motor produced by Thiokol Chemical Corp.,
with the -following characteristics:
Height s • 1 . 4 m ( 4 . 5 f t . )
Diameter: 1 m (3 ft.)
Propellants: Solid
Thrust: 61,855 N (13,900 Ib.)
.Launch Operations
: The Kennedy ' Space Center ' s Expendable Vehicles Directorate
handles the preparation and launch of the thrust-augmented
Delta, rocket that will carry the SCATHA spacecraft.
Deltas 148 will be launched from Pad B, southernmost of
the two launch pads at Complex 17 , Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station.
The Delta first stage and interstage were erected on
Pad B on Nov. 27^' Erection of the nine Castor 2 solid rocket
motors around the bas6 of the first stage was accomplished
on Nov. 29-30. The second stage was erected atop the first
stage on Dec. 1.
The SCATHA spacecraft arrived at KSC on Nov. 7.
- more -
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